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The Lost World: Jurassic Park is an action-adventure video game developed by DreamWorks Interactive and
Appaloosa Interactive, and published by Electronic Arts and Sega for the Sony PlayStation and Sega Saturn,
respectively, in 1997. The Lost World: Jurassic Park is based on the film of the same name, which in turn is
based on the novel by Michael Crichton. ...
The Lost World: Jurassic Park (console game) - Wikipedia
Based on fossil and biological evidence, most scientists accept that birds are a specialised subgroup of
theropod dinosaurs, and more specifically, they are members of Maniraptora, a group of theropods which
includes dromaeosaurs and oviraptorids, among others. As scientists have discovered more theropods
closely related to birds, the previously clear distinction between non-birds and birds ...
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